
 
 

Economy 

 

Polls spending to fuel inflation 

 Electoral expenditure will put pressure on inflation in the coming months, said experts at an event yesterday. 

 “Inflation is likely to remain upwards due to high expenditure centring on the upcoming national election,” said 

Wahiduddin Mahmud, a noted economist and former adviser to the caretaker government. 

 He went on to express his confusion over inflation data. 

 “I am not saying there is manipulation in the inflation data and the growth rates, but the government should 

make the statistical data more credible,” he said at the concluding session of the two-day BIDS Research 

ALMANAC 2018. 

 Inflation stood at 5.43 percent in September against the Bangladesh Bank's target of 5.8 percent. 

 The government hurriedly approved many projects in recent times on political grounds, he said. 

 “It is a common practice that every government approved such projects at the end of its tenure, which is called 

political business cycle.” 

 New governments will revaluate these projects. 

 Mahmud also touched upon the current instability in the foreign exchange market. 

 “The dollar market is likely to remain unstable due to a downward trend in remittance and export earnings,” he 

said, while urging the government to toughen up on the financial sector as capital flight is connected to it. 

 Volatility in the foreign exchange market and the financial sector is one of the main challenges for the 

government, said Zahid Hussain, lead economist of the World Bank's Dhaka office. 

 “The flexible interest rate and the flexible exchange rate are the shock absorbers of the economy.” 

 In theory, Bangladesh has a flexible interest rate and a flexible exchange rate system, but in reality these are 

tightly managed, according to Hussain. 

 The financial market should be allowed to determine the interest rate and the exchange rate without any 

intervention from the central bank. 

 Though inflation is still low, it will be the short-term challenge for the new government because of volatility in 

the financial market. 

 The middle-income trap is the long-term challenge for Bangladesh and the government should focus on 

investment in human resources and skills development, he added. 

 Bangladesh can take advantage of the trade war between China and the US, said Mohammed Farashuddin, a 

former governor of the BB. China is not looking to divert its investment to Bangladesh, so the government 

should take measures to attract them to the country, he added. 

 

From https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/inflation-take-heat-election-1659811 

 

Bank scams, governance main challenges for next govt 

 Economists on Monday identified irregularities in the financial sector and lack of good governance as the main 

challenges that the next government would face in pressing forward Bangladesh economy. 

 In the closing session of BIDS Research Almanac 2018 titled „The Development Outlook - Key Messages for the 

Next Government‟, they also suggested that the government check corruption and make investment in human 

capital for achieving required economic growth in future. 

 „It‟s very much unfortunate that country‟s banking sector is infested with scams and there is a relation of capital 

flights with the irregularities in the banking sector,‟ former interim government adviser Wahiduddin Mahmud 

said while addressing the session as chief guest at Lakeshore Hotel in capital Dhaka. 

 Citing the theory of „path dependence‟, he said if the tools, which were used to protect anomalies, became weak, 

the irregularities would increase gradually. 

 „The government has formulated Delta Plan; it‟s a very good initiative but you have to ensure good governance 

to implement the plan,‟ the economist said. 

 If Bangladesh destroys its existing rivers and forests, the 100-year Delta Plan would not bring any positive result, 

Wahiduddin said. 

 It will not be possible to eradicate poverty in the country if capital flights continue, he said. 

 Wahiduddin said that the present government had approved a good number of projects ahead of the national 

elections and the next government should evaluate the merit of those projects. 

 He also suggested that the government make the data of inflation and per capita income more transparent. 

 „All the governments of Bangladesh provided unethical financial benefits to their party members under political 

consideration and at the same time the governments adopted welfare projects for the people. This is the 

paradox of the Bangladesh economy,‟ he said. 

 Wahiduddin emphasised investment in productivity saying that training of workers and innovation were must for 

achieving higher economic growth. 

 World Bank Bangladesh lead economist Zahid Hussain said volatility in the foreign exchange market and 

financial sector were the short-term challenges for Bangladesh. 
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 He said the economy of Bangladesh was on the middle-income highway but the vehicle needed refuelling and 

the highway itself needed some refurbishment. 

 Zahid said, „The global economy is robust, still there are some clouds on the horizon. Growth is moderating, 

trade is slowing and financial conditions are tightening.‟ 

 He said that the tariff escalation by the US might create short-term opportunities for emerging economic 

countries including Bangladesh depending how they were able to use their supply capacity to take advantage of 

the relocation of orders from China. 

 Former Bangladesh Bank governor Mohammed Farashuddin said that there was no alternative to making 

investment in human capital development to face the future economic challenges. 

 He said that the trade war between the US and China had created an opportunity for Bangladesh to be 

benefited in the global export market. 

 „If we want to tap the opportunity, we have to invest in manpower as Chinese businesses express keen interest 

for joint venture in Bangladesh,‟ Farashuddin said. 

 Former finance secretary Mohammad Tareque said that the government should invest in education and health 

as today‟s children would play a major role in economy for next 30-40 years. 

 „Inequality and corruption are increasing in the society and the government should not let them go unchecked,‟ 

he said. 

 

From http://www.newagebd.net/article/55872/bank-scams-governance-main-challenges-for-next-govt 

 

Cabinet okays draft bill to reform tariff commission 

 The cabinet on Monday approved in principle the draft of Bangladesh Tariff Commission (Amendment) Bill-2018 

to strengthen the commission and widen the scope of its activities. 

 The bill proposed renaming of the commission as Bangladesh Trade and Tariff Commission and empowering it 

to deal with trade safety measures including anti-dumping duty, safeguard duty and protective duty. 

 The commerce ministry placed the bill before the weekly cabinet meeting held at the Cabinet Division with 

prime minister Sheikh Hasina in the chair. 

 „Some safety measures including anti-dumping duty have been incorporated in the draft keeping the law 

consistent with the global trade system,‟ cabinet secretary Mohammad Shafiul Alam said at a press briefing after 

the meeting. 

 The draft also proposed changing the name of the commission, he said. 

 He said that the commission was established in 1973 as a government office through a resolution of the 

commerce ministry. 

 Later in 1992, the commission through Bangladesh Tariff Commission Act-1992 was established as a statutory 

body tasked with recommending the government measures to protect and improve the local industries. 

 According to the draft amendment, the proposed BTTC will provide necessary assistance to exporters to face 

investigation of other countries into the issues like anti-dumping duty, countervailing duty, safeguard measures 

and anti-circumvention duty. 

 It will also carry out investigation into the issues related to trade safety measures to protect the interest of local 

industries. 

 BTTC will also prepare recommendation over imposing protective customs duties for specific duration to protect 

and help flourish potential infant industries in the country, the draft amendment said. 

 Commission officials said that the proposed BTTC would be stronger and effective in protecting the interest of 

the traders as well as the country in international trade. 

 They said that the commission would also be able to advise the government on reviewing the customs duty 

policy and rationalisation of duty structure and preparing policies on tariff, industries, trade and investment. 

 The government will recognise and consider the recommendations appropriately, the draft said. 

 At the cabinet meeting, commerce minister Tofail Ahmed also apprised the cabinet of his Japan visit in July 23-

26. 

 

From http://www.newagebd.net/article/55876/cabinet-okays-draft-bill-to-reform-tariff-commission 

 

Capital Market 

 

BSEC at its wit's end over manipulation 

 The chairman of the stock market regulator yesterday expressed deep frustration on the book-building method 

as it has failed to get fair prices for the recently listed companies. 

 Book-building is the process by which an underwriter attempts to determine the price to place a securities 

offering, such as an initial public offering, based on demand from institutional investors. 

 Institutional investors quote a higher price in the bidding through a collusive discussion, said M Khairul Hossain, 

chairman of the Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission (BSEC). 
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 “If they quote a higher price we have nothing to do,” he said at the inaugural ceremony of a financial literacy 

programme for journalists. 

 But, market analysts said the issue managers advise the institutional investors to bid high, so that they get a 

good profit in the first few days of trading. 

 The Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE) data shows the cut-off price of Aman Cotton was Tk 40, Bashundhara Paper 

Mills Tk 80, Aamra Networks Tk 39 and ACME Laboratories Tk 77. 

 In the first few days of trading, Aman Cotton saw its price soar to Tk 83, which is 107.5 percent higher than the 

cut-off price. 

 Bashundhara Paper's share price touched Tk 181.60, which is 127 percent higher than its cut-off price. 

 Acme's share price hit Tk 120.8, which is 56.88 percent more than the cut-off price. The share price of Aamra 

Networks shot up to Tk 144.50, which is 270.51 percent higher than the cut-off price determined in the book-

building process. 

 When the institutional investors sell their shares, the price tumbles, analysts said. 

 Aman Cotton is now trading at Tk 47.80, Bashundhara Paper Tk 95.60, Aamra Networks Tk 59 and Acme 

Laboratories Tk 81.90, according to yesterday's DSE data. 

 The BSEC introduced the system -- which is followed internationally -- to dig out a good price following 

requests from issue managers, according to Hossain. 

 “The institutional investors have to give an explanation about their quotations.” 

 A vested quarter always tries to de-stabilise the market during election time, he said. 

 “We are careful this time. Our monitoring has been increased so that anyone cannot be successful in realising 

their bad intentions,” he added. 

 The event was jointly organised by the Capital Market Journalists' Forum (CMJF) and the BSEC. Imam Hasan 

Rubel, president of the CMJF, and commissioners of the BSEC Md Helal Uddin Nizami, Swapan Kumar Bala and 

Khondoker Kamaluzzaman were present at the meeting. 

 

From https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/bsec-its-wits-end-over-manipulation-
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BSEC grills Commerce Bank Securities top brass over share ‘price rigging’ 

 Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission on Monday grilled top brass of Commerce Bank Securities and 

Investment, a brokerage firm, over allegation of price rigging of shares of seven listed companies. 

 BSEC found that Commerce Bank Securities conducted in favour of its clients and related parties a number of 

unusual transactions involving securities of Monno Ceramics, Monno Jute Stafflers, Legacy Footwear, BD 

Autocars, Queen South Textile Mills, Alif Industries and Eastern Lubricants. 

 On June 21, BSEC formed an investigation committee to probe suspicious share transactions conducted at 

Commerce Bank Securities following abnormal price hike of shares of a number of companies. 

 Commerce Bank Securities and Investment chief executive officer MA Motalib Chowdhury, company secretary 

Salim Hasan and its vice-president Abdul Halim, and representatives of clients appeared before the disciplinary 

hearing at the commission. 

 The brokerage house‟s vice-president Mohammad Saiful Islam, who was suspected of being involved in the price 

manipulation, also appeared before the BSEC hearing. 

 Contacted, Saiful declined to speak about the issue. 

 Motalib on Monday told New Age that the brokerage house followed securities rules in investing in the 

companies‟ shares. 

 „Our clients bought shares of the seven companies on their own wish that might have raised the share prices of 

those companies,‟ he said. 

 He also said that they did not buy significant amounts of shares using their own portfolios. 

 BSEC commissioner Khondoker Kamaluzzaman and enforcement department head and executive director 

Ruksana Chowdhury conducted the hearing. 

 The share prices of Monno Jute Stafflers soared by 5 per cent to Tk 5,234.4 on Monday, reflecting the failure of 

BSEC‟s moves to check the abnormal surge in the company‟s share prices. 

 BSEC on August 16 suspended trading of the shares of Monno Jute Stafflers, BD Autocars and Legacy Footwear 

following unusual and astronomical hike in the prices of their shares. 

 The share prices of Monno Stafflers shot by Tk 600 after lifting the suspension order on October 17 despite the 

company‟s shares being traded at the spot market. BD Auto and Legacy have also been trading at the spot 

market. 

 The share prices of most of the seven companies remained high in recent months despite BSEC‟s several 

initiatives to rein in the abnormal surges. 
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Information & Communications Technology 

 

Muhith blasts BTRC for loan repayment failure 

 Finance minister AMA Muhith has expressed disappointment with the state-owned telecommunication 

commission as it failed to service debt it had taken from Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation (HSBC) 

for installation of Bangabandhu-1 satellite, said finance division officials on Monday. 

 The minister termed the Bangladesh Telecommunication Regulatory Commission an „inept‟ organisation having 

no minimum responsibility to carry out the duty of timely debt servicing, they said while quoting a note by the 

finance minister in his connection. 

 The nature of the loan was a non-concessional one with less grace period against which the non-concessional 

loan committee headed by finance minister AMA Muhith provided state-guarantee. 

 The officials said BTRC became defaulted in clearing nine out of 12 installments due since March 2018 against its 

loan of 157.5 million euro taken in September 2016 prompting the HSBC to impose 8395.98 euro (equivalent to 

Tk 796,638.85) as penalty. 

 They also said that the government had not paid any penalty and failed to service debts to any overseas agency 

in the past 46 years. 

 Muhith noted that some other organisations should be given the responsibility to servicing the debt to the 

HSBC instead of BRTC. 

 The new organisation would realise the money from the BTRC‟s annual budgetary allocation to service the debt, 

he added.  

 On Saturday, BTRC acting chairman Jahurul Haque said that there were no more arrears in instalments as the 

commission already cleared those. 

 He said the matter was not so serious. 

 Commenting on the penalty imposed by the HSBC, Jahurul Haque said, „We are not satisfied with the service. We 

should not allow them to take additional money from this country.‟ 

 As per the agreement, BTRC would repay the loan in 20 instalments in 12 years with the annual interest rate of 

1.5 per cent in addition to agency fee, commitment fee and agency security fee.  

 Thales Alenia Space of France that was awarded the deal of installing the satellite handed over the ownership of 

it on Friday to the BTRC after it was launched by American aerospace manufacturer and space transportation 

services company, SpaceX, in May 11 this year from Florida in the USA.  

 Meanwhile, the treasury and debts management wing of the finance division already held two inter-ministerial 

meetings on October 17 and October 28 to review the payment detail of the BTRC to the bank, said the officials. 

 The inter-ministerial meeting on October 28, attended among others by additional secretary and managing 

director Saiful Islam of the Bangladesh Communication Satellite Company Limited, expressed disappointment 

over the payment failure by BTRC. 

 

From http://www.newagebd.net/article/55874/muhith-blasts-btrc-for-loan-repayment-failure 

 

Apparel 

 

Tofail blasts Accord 

 Commerce Minister Tofail Ahmed yesterday came down hard on the Accord for its intent to sever business ties 

with 532 garment factories for their alleged poor progress in remediation. 

 “We cannot accept this,” he said in a programme on compliance in Bangladesh's garment sector at The Westin 

hotel in Dhaka. 

 Some of the 532 factories are very big and compliant and are owned by the leaders of the Bangladesh Garment 

Manufacturers and Exporters Association. 

 The owners of the factories have already spent Tk 5 crore to Tk 30 crore for inspection and remediation of a 

factory. “This is so sad,” he said. 

 The Accord on Fire and Building Safety in Bangladesh, the platform of more than 200 mostly European-based 

retailers formed to design a safe and healthy garment industry in the country, is due to leave Bangladesh on 

November 30 after five and a half years. 

 By then, if the 532 factories are not close to completing their remediation works they would become ineligible to 

supply to the Accord's over 200 signatory brands. 

 “What progress has the Accord has made here in Bangladesh? After five years they could only handover 20 out 

of more than 1,600 factories they have inspected so far,” Ahmed said. 

 The Accord has been trying to extend its tenure for three more years to see through the remediation works in 

the factories it has inspected. But it has been met with dire resistance from the government and the factory 

owners. 

 “There is no chance to extend the tenure of Accord in Bangladesh anymore. The Supreme Court also said that 

the Accord cannot stay here after November 30.” 
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 No industrial accident took place in Bangladesh over the last five years as the factory owners have already 

remediated as per the recommendations of the Accord engineers. 

 Ahmed went on to suggest Siddiqur Rahman, president of the BGMEA, to call an emergency meeting involving 

all stakeholders to take a call on the matter. 

 Shafiul Islam Mohiuddin, president of the Federation of Bangladesh Chambers of Commerce and Industry, also 

blasted the Accord. 

 Without having any professional registration and licence Bangladesh allowed the Accord to practice here and to 

improve the situation of fire safety structural integrity. 

 “We have done a wonderful job, but still we have to see the reckless authoritarian attitude of their initiative. We 

condemn them.” 

 Still, 70 percent of the buyers are giving low prices for the garment product, despite improvements in quality, 

workplace safety and labour rights, said Mohiuddin, also a former president of the BGMEA. 

 “The reality is very crude and difficult. So, we are requesting our buyers not to show your muscle power,” he 

added. 

 BGMEA President Siddiqur Rahman urged the foreign buyers to increase the prices of garment items as they 

spent billions of dollars on improving factory safety. 

 Currently, 75 factories are in operation in Bangladesh that got the Leadership in Energy and Environmental 

Design (LEED) certification from the United States Green Building Council (USGBC). 

 USGBC has designed a set of rating systems for the design, construction, operation and maintenance of 

buildings to help the owners and operators be environmentally responsible and use resources efficiently. 

 It is one of the most popular green building certification programmes used worldwide. Buildings can qualify for 

four levels of certification: certified, silver, gold and platinum. 

 Of the 75 factories with LEED certification in Bangladesh, 23 got the platinum rating, and seven of them are 

amongst the top 10 list for green buildings in the world, he added. 

 So far, the International Labour Organisation and the EU have expressed their satisfaction on the progress of 

inspection and remediation. 

 If a long-term collaboration is not struck, the battle between buyers and manufacturers will continue, said 

Thomas Klausen, chief executive officer of Dansk Mode & Textile. 

 “Brands and retailers must stop asking unrealistic and shorter delivery time. They must stop making the last-

minute changes,” he added. 

 Earlier, a total of 722 workers from 10 factories were trained on how to improve their productivity under a 

project called 'Step Up' of the BGMEA and Danish Mode & Textile. 

 BGMEA and Danish Mode and Textile took the Step Up in October in 2015 and announced its closure yesterday 

at The Westin. 

 Refika Hayta, deputy head of mission of Royal Danish Embassy in Bangladesh, and Pia Odgaard, head of CSR of 

Dansk Mode & Textile, also spoke. 

 

From https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/tofail-blasts-accord-1659820 

 

Apparel workers in Bangladesh still the lowest paid by global standards 

 Bangladesh still enjoys the lowest cost for labour in manufacturing clothing products in global perspective, even 

after the latest wage hike for apparel workers to be effective from next month, said an international survey 

report. 

 The edge gives the manufacturers a definite competitive advantage among its peers in the global export 

markets. 

 In Bangladesh, as per the latest wage structure, an entry-level operator in apparel sector will get $95 (Tk8, 000) a 

month, which is $68 (Tk5, 300) in the current wage structure.  

 The $95 monthly minimum wage is the lowest in global standard, according to a survey report of the Japan 

External Trade Organization. 

 The survey, conducted between December 2017 and March 2018, reveals that labour in Bangladesh is still cheap 

and the average monthly wage is just $101, compared with $135 for Myanmar, $170 for Cambodia, $234 for 

Vietnam and $518 for China. 

 It said cheap labour is one of the strong factors behind the success of Bangladesh in apparel sector in the global 

export markets. 

 However, people in the industry say it is gradually increasing and would not remain an advantage for too long as 

the cost of production is going up. 

 They opined that government policy support including cash incentives, duty exemptions are other factors that 

are helping the sector remain competitive in the export destinations. 

 “The leverage of cheap labour is not a solution to the Bangladesh apparel industry, as it is going up continuously 

due to a rise in production cost, rise in wages and investment for safety improvement,” Bangladesh Garment 

Manufacturers and Exporters Association (BGMEA) Senior Vice President Faruque Hassan told the Dhaka 

Tribune. 

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/tofail-blasts-accord-1659820


 
 

 “In contrast with the competitors, Bangladesh‟s minimum wage is going up as we are gradually increasing 

workers‟ wages,” said Faruque. 

 “We have to fight with the productivity and efficiency, and for that we should focus on training and skill 

development so that manufacturing can remain competitive,” he added. 

 In September, Bangladesh government announced Tk8,000 ($95 at a rate of Tk83.85) as minimum monthly wage 

for an operator in the country‟s apparel sector.  

 Of the new gross salary, Tk4,100 has been set as basic pay, Tk2,500 as house rent, Tk600 as a medical allowance, 

Tk350 as a transport allowance and the remaining Tk900 as a food allowance. 

 Workers‟ leaders on the other hand say that the minimum wage should meet the basic needs of workers. The 

comparison of absolute wages across countries can be misleading as living expenses vary widely, they said. 

 “As a trade union leader, I think the minimum wage should be an amount that can meet basic needs of workers 

and their children‟s education costs,” Sirajul Islam Rony, president of the Bangladesh National Garment Workers 

Employees League, told the Dhaka Tribune. 

 “In providing a good salary to workers, the makers have to increase price negotiation skill with the buyers. Only 

12% of earnings from a product is spent for workers,” Roy Romesh Chandra, former secretary general of 

IndustriAll Bangladesh Council (IBC).  

 So, efficient management of earnings is very crucial for increasing the wages of workers. Buyers should be 

incorporated in setting the new wage structure, said Roy.  

 Economist Ahsan H Mansur called for technological development and skill training to increase productivity, 

which ultimately would help to raise workers‟ salaries.  

 “Increasing wages is not the matter of a single day, it is a matter of continuity. If the development of the country 

is sustained, labour hiring will increase and wages will also go up,” Ahsan, executive director of Policy Research 

Institute (PRI), said. 

 On the other hand, technological development will have to match economic development. If the technological 

development goes hand in hand, productivity will increase, said the economist. 

 But the challenge is that the introduction of the technology will cut employment and productivity will increase 

for those who will remain in job, said Mansur  

 Technical training and workers‟ dedication will also increase productivity, but there has to be motivation. Health, 

education, technical training and motivation is needed to this end, where Bangladesh is weak, he added. 

 

From https://www.dhakatribune.com/business/2018/11/12/apparel-workers-in-bangladesh-still-the-lowest-paid-by-global-
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Bangladesh a hot spot for global denim buyers 

 Bangladesh, the second largest exporter of clothing products, has turned into a hot spot for denim products in 

global markets as the local denim producers supply quality products at competitive rates. 

 Global fabrics manufacturers‟ and retailers‟representatives came up with the remarks, while they were talking to 

the media at the Bangladesh Denim Expo that was concluded on Thursday in Dhaka.  

 The two-day mega exposition was successfully completed at the International Convention City Bashundhara, 

Dhaka with the aim of highlighting the importance to develop business relationships to promote best working 

practices. 

 In the expo, over 5,540 visitors and buyers‟ representativesof 1,018 companies from as many as    55 countries 

joined to see the latest denim products and to make new contacts with the local makers as well as buyers.   

 A total of 63 exhibitors from 12 countries including Bangladesh displayed their latest and innovative denim 

products and fabrics in the expo. 

 “Day by day, Bangladesh is increasing its capacity to produce quality denim products as well as enhancing its 

capacity of fabric-manufacturing. As a result, global buyers are now increasingly focusing on Bangladesh to 

source products from here,” Reagan, Sales Manager of Yulan Denim told the Dhaka Tribune. 

 Yulan Denim is a leading denim fabric manufacturer in Chinaand its top executives participated at the 

Bangladesh Denim Expo. 

 “As global buyers are importing denim goods from Bangladesh, we are here to bridge contacts with potential 

global buyers. We have witnessed a good response from the buyers,”said Reagan.  

 Bangladesh is the largest exporter of denim products to European Union (EU) with a 27% market share and third 

largest to the US with a 14% market share. 

 “As a manufacturer of denim products, a maker needs to connect with buyers to establish a relationship. The 

expo is a best platform to this end and for the last couple of years, it has been able to connect buyers and 

makers bringing them under a common umbrella,” said Md Mostafiz Uddin, founder and CEO of the Bangladesh 

Denim Expo. 

  Bangladesh has become the hot spot for the denim products as it has increased quality and has introduced 

latest technology and innovation, said Mostafiz 

 Meanwhile, another fabric manufacturer from the US also came up with the same opinion on the prospects of 

the Bangladesh denim industry.  
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 “Bangladeshi denim has a very strong presence in the United States of America and their sales 

aregraduallyincreasing in the huge US market,” Kevin Reardon, vice president of Sales of Cone Denim told the 

Dhaka Tribune. 

 “I have a fabricmanufacturing factory in China as well as in Mexico. I am here because business is here,” said 

Kevin. 

 The company has been supplying fabric to Bangladesh for the last twelve years. Last year, it supplied fabric 

worth about $20 million and it is witnessing a 10% annual growth.      

 As far as the US consumers are concerned, they don't care about where the garment is made or who makes 

them.  They care about the product quality and price, he said.  

 Further, Bangladeshi manufacturers of denim fabric have increased their capacity to meet the soaring demands 

for denim products. 

 Sayeed Ahmad Chowdhury, general manager of Square Denim told the Dhaka Tribune that Bangladesh‟s denim 

industry has been witnessing a healthy growth over the years. Currently, there are plenty of work orders for 

denim makers as we are trying to reduce the lead time by supplying fabrics locally,he added. 

  The company displayed latest trendy styles of denim fabric at the expo. 

 The monthly demand for denim fabric is about 80 million yards and the sector is able to meet about 50 to 60% 

locally, said Sayeed. 

 Square Denim has increased its production capacity to three million yards a month, compared to 1.5 million 

yards last year. 

 

From https://www.dhakatribune.com/business/2018/11/12/bangladesh-a-hot-spot-for-global-denim-buyers 

 

Agriculture 

 

Farmers deprived of low-interest loans 

 Farmers continue to face interest rate as high as 25 percent for agriculture loans as many banks prefer to 

disburse them through non-government organisations that keep a cut for themselves. 

 In the process, the central bank's intent to extend low-interest loans to farmers gets defeated. 

 Considering agriculture as a priority sector, the central bank usually sets the interest rate on farm loans at 2-3 

percent rate less than the major credit products of lenders. 

 If the loans are disbursed through bank branches, farmers can get them at 9 percent interest rate. 

 But when disbursed through NGOs and microfinance institutions, the rate goes up to 20-25 percent as they take 

the funds from banks first at 9 percent interest and then give them out to farmers. 

 Banks turn to NGOs and microfinance institutions for farm loan disbursement to lessen their supervisory- and 

recovery-related costs. 

 The central bank earlier instructed lenders to distribute at least 30 percent of their annual farm loan 

disbursement target through their respective branches, but a number of banks disregarded the rule. 

 At least 26 banks disbursed more than 70 percent of their farm loans last year through NGOs, but the central 

bank has not taken any punitive measures against them. In fiscal 2016-17, the number was 22. 

 “Banks' dependency on NGO channel is on rise as the central bank has been overlooking the issue,” said a BB 

official. 

 Farm loan disbursement through the NGO channel increased 6.23 percent last fiscal year to Tk 7,956 crore. Every 

lender has to disburse at least 2.50 percent of their total loans in a year to farms in line with the central bank's 

agriculture credit policy. 

 Banks have been achieving the disbursement quota in recent years but by outsourcing it to NGOs. 

 In fiscal 2017-18, farm loan disbursement stood at Tk 21,394 crore, 37.19 percent of which was given out 

through the NGO channel.   
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